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The CHAIRMAN: I declare open the 1983 session and the 189th plenary meeting 
of the Committee on Disarmament. · - ·· · · · 

[SpeE: king in Russ i on ] Difttingui ::;hed delegB t es , h 1 di es and gent lemen, thi s -year , 
the honour and duty of taking the Chair at the opening of the session of this 
multilateral disarmament negotiating forum have fallen to the lot of the 
representative of the Mongolian People's Republic. In assuming the .office of 
Chairman, I should like to express my confidence that our delegation can fully 
count on the assistance and support of all participants in this forum in the 
discharge of this responsible mission. I should also like to assure· my · 
distinguished colleagues that the Mongolian delegation will make every effort 
to contribute to businesslike and constructive work at the present session. 

I should like to take this opportunity, both on my own behalf and on that of 
this Committee, to offer warm congratulations to Nrs. Alva Myrdal of Sweden and 
Ambassador Garcia Robles of Mexico on their being awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. 

I would ask the delegation of Sweden kindly to transmit our heartfelt 
congratulations to Mrs. Alva Myrdal. 

Ambassador Garcia Robles is well known to us as one of Mexico's outstanding 
diplomats. 

The great efforts of Ambassador Robles, who devotes his wealth of experience and 
his knowledge to the cause of disarmament, are held in high esteem in our Committee. 
Permit me from the bottom of my heart to wish distinguished Ambassador Robles, one 
of the honoured veterans of our influential forum, further great succes s in his 
noble work. 

Allow me also to express to Ambassador Garcia Robles sincere gratitude for his 
skilful and wise guidance of the Commi ttee's work during the closing stage of its 
last year's session. 

I should like warmly to welcome our nm~ colleaeues, the representatives of 
Algeria, China, India, Japan, Kenya, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Venezuela. We 
look forward to their clos e co-operation and bus iness like participation. 

It is a pleasure to us to see among us and to Helcome the distinguished 
Director-General, Mr. Erik Suy. 

I should also like to extend the most cordial welcome to my long-standing 
colleague, the distinguished Secretary of the Committee and Special Repres entative 
of the United Nations Secretary-Gener al, Ambassador Riki Ja i pal, who has ahrays 
contributed to the utmost in his responsible duties and is ever ready selfless ly 
to assist us in the furtherance of our common, very difficult tasks. I should 
like , too, to welcome his deputy, Hr. V. Berasa.t egui , and all the member s of t he 
secretariat. 

Distinguished del egat es, we are meeting once agai n t oday for another session of 
this multilateral di sarmament negotia ting body in a difficult internat i onal situation 
in which the arms race, and especially the nuclear arms r ace, i s constantly gaining 
in i ntens ity. 
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(The Chairman) 

I should like to remind you that, in the Final Document of its first special 
session devot&d to disarmament, . the United Nations General Assembly emPhasized that 
the removal of the threat of a world war · ....... a nuclear war _.... is the most acute and 
urgent task of the present day. Mankind is cbn:fronted with a ·choicer .• it must 
either halt the arms race and proceed to .disa:rmament or face annihilation. 

It is precisely for this reason that broad strata of world public opinion, 
people of the most varying convictions, are speaking out with new strength against 
the danger of war, the threat of nuclear war. Such concepts and doctrines as those 
of a "limited nuclear war", "a first disabling nuclear strike", "protracted nuclear 
conflict" and the like are alien to the will and minds of peoples. 

Distinguished delegates, over two decades have elapsed since this negotiating 
body .. was created. As we know, this body has undergone a number of ·organizational 
and structural changes during that period. Today, all the nuclear-weapon Powers 
that are permanent · members of the Security Council are· represented here, together 
with other militarily significant States. 

In the period following the conclusion of the Moscow Trea·ty banning nuclear 
weapon tests in three ·environments, and in the. 1970s, when there:was 'tangible progress 
in the fmprovement of international relations, a number of .tmportant multilateral 
treaties .. and agreements in the sphere a£ the . limitation of the ~rms race· and 
disarmament were drawn up and signed within the framework of this Committee. This 
played an important role in the strengthening of universal peace and security. 
Our COJimdttee deservedly earned thereby the approval and gratitude · o£ world public 
opinion. 

It seems to me . that it is the task of this Committee now to redouble its 
efforts to secure the speediest possible elaboration of appropriate agreements on 
the vital issues on its agenda. 

I think you will agree with me when I say that the main criteria for our 
negotiations should be that they are genuine negotiations and that they achieve 
results. 

There can be no doubt that the question which should .have priority in our · 
negotiations is that of the ce.ssation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear 
disarmament. 

A general and complete nuclear-weapon test ban would be of exceptional 
importance in the resolution of that issue. 

The question of the conclusion of a comprehensive test-ban treaty has been 
on the agenda of the Committee on Disarmament for many years now. A few years 
ago tripartite :negotiations were being held ·On this subject, but most regrettably 
these were broken of£. 

From the day of its entry into force, the 1963 Treaty has served as an 
important instrument of arms limita.tion. As you know, 20 years ago the parties 
to that . Treaty ·undertook to. seek to achieve the adoption of a comprehensive :se.t 
of measures in this sphere. Since then, the urgent · need to achieve agreement on 
the cessation of underground nuclear tests has constantly been stressed at 
sessions of the General Assembly and in numerous international forums. 
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I should like to remj.nd you that 10 years ago, in his message to the 
·committee on Disarmament, the Secretary-General of the United Nati6ns expressed 
the hope "that the year .l973, which marks the tenth anniversary of the Partial 
Test Ban Treaty, will aiso mark a turning point in the efforts to achieve a 
comprehensive nuclear-test bana. 

Unfortunately, there has still been no positive decision on thie vitally 
. important . issue, the solution of which would contribute to the limitation of 
the nuclear arms raC:e and the ha.l tmg of the quali ta ti ve improvement of nuclear 
weapons. 

Naturally, negotiations on this matter, as on other pressing disarmament 
issues, .are complex and involve.many difficulties. They call for persistence, 
patience and time. · However, the key factor in this. extremely important matter 
muet be. the demon.stration of politic~l will and resolve on the part of all 
participants. Self-isolation would be a disservice to this important cause. 

Let us, then, demonstrate greater will and willingness so tha-t this .forum 
may, right frem the outset. of this session's work, begin without delay concrete ... · 

· negOtiations on the substance of tlle matter, with a view to the earliest possible· 
elaboration of an international trea.ty on the prohibition of all nuclear weapons 
tests. 

It seems to me that positive results of work on the elaboration of such an 
'international instrument would be an important contribution by our Committee to 
the over-all credit balance for 1983, the year of the twentieth anniversary of 
the Treaty banning nuclear weapons tests in three environments. 

With. your permission, I should also like to underline the importance of the 
resumption of the tripartite negotiations on this matter, which would undoubtedly 
serve as a stimulus to the work of the Committee on Disarmament. 

Distinguished delegates, as regards the question of the prohibition and 
elimination of chemical weapons 1 the world expects co~crete results from our 
Committee • . I think that, as is shown by the outcome of our work at the last 
session, _tlle conditions necessary for the achievement of agreement exist. As 
I see it, the important thing now is to proceed as rapidly as possible to 
agreement on the text of the basic provisions of a future convention, taking 
into account all the existing proposals and future initiatives. 

The problem of preventing an arms race in outer space has recently become 
particularly pressing and urgent. 

The approach -to the consideration of this question must be constructive, 
aimed at the prevention of the further militarization of space and the use of 
contemporary scientific and technical achievements for peaceful purposes. 

I think it would not be superfluous to recall that the General Assembly also 
recogpized the valp~ of the resumption of bilateral negotiations between the USSR 
and .. th,e United States of America on the prev~ntion of an arms race in outer. space. 

Those, I believe~, are .the highest priority i terns on the agenda for the . 
Committee's present session. In saying this, I in no way intend to minimize the 
importance of such issues as those of a comprehensive programme of disarmament, the 
prohibition of radiological weapons and the strengthening of security guarantees 
for non-nuclear-weapon States, on which negotiations have already begun and may be 
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continued in the respective subsidiary bodies with an appropriate mandate. At 
its last session, the United ~:tione General Assembly als<;>· adopted resolutions . 
on these items, containing speoifi'c· 'recommerida tiona . to the commi tt.e:e -ori: ·nisaxmament • · 

. · .•. · ') ' ! !'. 

. The. peoples of the world today pin high hopes on the successful conclus-ion of 
the Soviet~ted States talks on the limitation of nuole~r ~eapons in Europe and on 
the limitation and reduction of s-trategic weapons. It is, indeed, true that the 
·answer to, .the question whether there will or will not be a new spiral .in the arms 
race is directly dependent on the results of those talks. 

Dietinguished .delegates, in the present difficult period in ·.international 
life, we take heart from the fact ~t an active dialogue and negotiations are 
now in progress on the most urgent problems of the day. 

Some important proposals have been put forward with the specific aim of 
eliminating distzvst, .l~ering the. level of military confrontation and thereby 
en8'1.li-ing ~e and l:Jecuri ty thro:uBhout the world • . · 

f be,].ieve that this, i~. precis~ly tbe object of the proposal made in the 
~cent Prague Declaration fQr the concl~ion of .a tr~ty on the mutual non~use 
of Jilil;l.Ut,ry .. .f()~ce and tpe JPa:j.nteqa.nce of peaceful relations between the States 
partiee to' "j;he War!'aw ~ty .and the States parties to the North·Atlantic Treaty -
a treaty which should be open to a~l other States aloo. 

In my .opinion, , this initiative is designed to meet the goals of preventillg 
mi:).~tar.y co¢'rontation and building confidence between States, and is not merely in 
the interests of the States belonging to the two alliances and of the other European 
States but also reflects the aspirations of the States in the other regions of the 
world • . 

. As): 'see it, this n~ proposal is again c],osely related to the oonorete 
initiatives of the Governments of States in various regions of the world that are 
calling for the achievement of agreement on the questions of the prevention of 
military oonfron:tation, , the non-use of force and non-aggression, and the 
implementation of regional measures for the maintenance of peace and stability • . 

In my capacity as th~ representative of the Mongolian People's Republic, I 
should like to point out that, in its statement of 17 January 1983, our Government 

. ful.ly eupP91t'ted the proposals. by the Sta tea parties to the Warsaw . Treaty as a genuine 
alte~tiv.~ to a thermonuclear catastrophe endangering the life and civiliza,tion of 
mankind. 

Distinguished delegates, in conclusion, permit me to express the hope that at 
its ~98.3 .sQSsicm. the Committee on Disarmament will do .everything in. its power ·to 
commence --effective negotia~iona on th~ prio~ity i;ssues on its ageilda and to· make a 
tangible p()lltribution .. to the general cau.ee of llalting the arms race and .achieV'ing 
disanD8ment, and. especially nuclear disarmament • 

. · fn@e~M in English]. ;r have on.my listof spe~.kers for today the representa.tives 
of Mexico, Canada, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Czechoslovakia and ' Kenya. 
Before giving the floor to the first speaker, I would like to welcome in the Committee 
the Deputy .J;lrj.me Minister and .Secretary o!, S:te.te for External Affairs of Canada, 
the Honoura)l.l.e Allan J. Mac Eac;hen. wh9 will address · the Committee today. . I am 
sure tha.t.: all DleJilbers of th~ Committee welcome his presence at the opening of our 
annual ee13~ion. 
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l"ir.·,. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (translated from Spanish): My delegation 'is pleased 
that. the alphabetical' order of the names of our countries. means that it is you who are 
succeeding me today as Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament. The proximity of the 
seats whfch we two always 'occupy in this negotiating 'body has placed me in a· privilegl'!d 
position . to appreciate the constructive and wise part which you have played ai11ce . we 
began our work four years ago. I am certain that your chairmanship will be .d-istinguished 
by those same qualities during this month of February, in which you will have the · · 
important task of guiding our discussions. 

\fuile offering you my sincere congratulations, I should at the same time like to 
express my gratitude to you for your very kind wo1•ds concerning the award of the 
Nobel Peace Prize for 1982, an honour Hhich I shared with Alva 1'1yrdal at the end · of 
last year. As I already had occasion to say at the start of the work of the 
First Committee of the General Assembly on 1<:3 October last year, although · the Prize is 
usually awarded on a personal basis, it must be borne in mind that people do not )ive 
or act in a vacuum, especially in the case of activities like ' those believed to 
contribute to the promotion and strengthening of peace. Consequently, as I stated then 
and wish to repeat today, I am firmly convinced that in this case it should ' be 
considered that the Prize has been awarded, albeit indirectly, to a number of recipients 
in addition to myself, including in particular this multilateral disarmament negotiating 
body and its predecessor from 1962 onwards, which had successively two different names, 
as well as the First Committee of the General Assem.bly. · 

This is also substantiated by the reasons specifically mentioned by the 
Nobel Committee when explaining the grounds for its choice for 1982. These were given 
as .follows: 

The Committee considered that the two recipients had "for many years played a 
central role in the United Nations disarmament negotiations" and had contributed "to 
opening the eyes of the world to the threat ~~hich humanity faces through the continuing 
nuclear: arms race 11 • 

Mr. Chairman, my delegation wishes to aasoci'ate itself with the warm words of 
welcome you addressed to those of our distinguished colleagues who are taking part in 
our work for the first time today as well as to the Secretary and Deputy ~ecretary of 
the Committee. 

The increased riumber of resolutions relating to disarmament (no less · than· 58) which 
have come to us from .the thirty-seventh session of the United Nations General Assembly, 
the largest number in the annals of the Organization, creates a risk of our being unable 
to see the wood for the trees. 

In order to .help avoid that, I should like to confine this statement to two of the 
issues dealt with in those resolutions, namely, the comprehensive programme of 
disarmament · and the bilateral negotiations on nuclear weapons. Naturally, this does not 
mean that I am unaware of the importance of a number of other issues with which I hope 
to have the opportunity of dealing in later statements, such as a nuclear-weapon test 
ban, the prevention of nuclear war, the p1•evention of the arms race in outer apace, and 
the elimination-of chemical weapons. · 

- ' 

I have -chosen the .subject of a comp1~ehensive programme of disarmament because it 
seems to me that of all the ·items on the agenda of this negotiating body this is ,perhaps 
the one which, by reason as much of its history as of its prospects, may be considered 
as capable of full realization during the course of this yeai•, and of incalculable 
significance as regards its effects. 
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As you will recall the Commit tee, •· as the · result of two years' continuous work by 
an ad hoc working group, wasable to submit ' to the General Assembly, at its 
second special session devoted to disarmament; a draft containing all the necessary 
mate.rial for a comprehensive programme~ in the rorm either of unanimously agreed texts 
or of alternative texts (with the exception or' the introduction, which it was agreed, 
should be drafted later, and for which the· Chairman or· the Working Group subsequently 
submitted a draft to the General Assembly. 

Unfbrtunately, as all the distinguished· representatives in this Committee will 
doubtless recall, the General Assembly was unable to bring to a successful conclusion 
the preparation of a comprehensive programme of disarmament that would faithfully 
reflect the requirements set forth · in paragraph 109 of<'the Final Document of the 
first special session devoted to disarmament. I shall not review here the reasons for 
that faUure: I did so at sufficient length in the statement I made just six months 
ago at the Committee's 175th meeting, held on 3 August ,. l982, the text of wllich may 
easily be consulted by anyone so wishing. I shall confine myself to repeating what I 
said then, that the decisive element which led to that failure was the negative 
attitude of one of the two nuclear superpowers towards nuclear: disarmament and in 
particular towa~ds a total nuclear-weapon-test ban. 

This attitude is in flagrant contradiction with the commitment made under .the 
Partial . Test Ban Treaty nearly 20 years ago, the preamble of which expresses the 
determination to achieve "the discontinuance of all test explosions or nuclear weapons 
for all time". This undertaking was explicitly reiterated five years later : in the 
preamble to the non-proliferation Treaty, and is certainly also implicit in article VI 
of that Treaty • 

. The responsibility that the superpower in question would bear if it persisted in 
its negative position would certainly be much greater this year than it was in 1982. 
For it should not be forgotten that at its second special session devoted to 
disarmament the General Assembly, after regretting that it had not been able to adopt 
a comprehensive programme of disarmament, stated that it "was encouraged" by "the 
unanimous and categorical reaffirmation by all Member States of the validity of the 
Final Document" of the first special session devoted to disarmament, as well as "their 
solemn commitment to it and their pledge to respect the priorities in disarmament 
negotiations as agreed to in its Programme of Action". It then went on to say: 

"Member States have affirmed their determination to continue to work for the 
urgent conclusion of negotiations on and 'the adoption of the Comprehensive 
Programme of Disarmament, which shall encompass all measures thought to be 
advisable in order to ensure that the goal of general and complete disarmament 
under effective international control becomes a reality in a world in which 
international peace and security prevail, and in which a new international economic 
order is strengthened and consolidated. To this end, the draft Comprehensive 
Programme of Disarmament is hereby ~eferred back to the Committee on Disarmament, 
togethe~ with the views expressed and the progress achieved on the subject at the 
special session. · The Committee on ' Disarmament is requested to sub~it a revised 
draft Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament to the General Assembly at its 
thirty-eighth session." 

That is a quotation from the declaration adopted by consensus at the General Assembly'A 
second special session devoted to disarmament, last year. 
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It is ·absolutely clear from the statement which I have just quoted that the 
General Assembly e~pects the Committee to transmit to it, not next year nor st~ll 
less in 1985 but at its thirty-eighth session; to be held in the course of this year 
which is just beginning, a draft comprehensive programme whi~h is wholly or virtually 
free. of brackets. Since the outcome of the Commit tee's work on this issue will, in 
the last resort, depend on whether the superpnwer to which I have already made several 
references finally decides to act in accordance with the legally binding commitments 
it gave some time ago with respect to a test ban, we should like to stress that a 
declaration to that effect would unquestionably be one of the most effective means of 
ensuring that the statement to be made in the Committee next Friday by one of th~ 
highest officials of the administr-ation of the State in question will be a memorable 
one. ~~at is more, this would not entail any obligation for that State additional to 
the one freely accepted by it in p'iu•agraph 51 of the Final Document of 1978, which, 
as I recalled a moment ago, was 11categorically reaffirmed 11 last year by its Government, 
which also promised to respect "the priorities in disarmament negotiations" agreed to 
in that Document. 

The second issue which, as I said earlier,. I wish to discuss today forms part. <;>f 
the item on · our agenda entitled "Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear · · 
disarmament", an item on wh~ch, regrettably, it has not ·yet been possible even to set 
up an ad hoc working group. 

However, for the past year and two months in the one case and seven months in 
the other, the United States and the Soviet Union have been holding, here in Geneva, 
two sets of bilateral negotiations, the first on the so-called intermediate-range 
nuclear weapons, .which began on 30 November 1981, arid the second on strategic . nuclear 
weapons, which began on 29 June 1982. 

On 9 December 1982 the General Assembly adopted, by 114 votes in favour and only 
one against, resolution 37/78 in which, after recalling the commitment approved by 
consensus at the first special session in 1975 and t·t::iterated at the second · 
special session in 1982, requiring that the United Nations sht:'"ld be keptapp!'oprl'=lte~y 
informed of all negotiations relating to clisarmament, whethc" bilateral, regional or. 
multilateral, it went on to make ~wo specific requests of the Governments of th~ two 
above-mentioned negotiating States: 

First, to transmit to the Secretary--General, not later than 1 September 1983, 
11a joint report or two separate reports on the stage reached in their above-mentioned 
negotiations, for consideration by the General Assembly at its thirty-~ighth session 11

; 

Secondly, "To bear constantly in mind that not only their national interests but 
also the vital interests of all the peoples of ~he world are at stake in this 
question 11

• 

In order to realize how fully justified are these requests by the General Asse!!!bly, 
it is eno1,1gh to recall some of the main declarations approved by consensus in 19'78, 
which were the subject of 11unanimous and categorical reaffirmation by all l"lember States" 
in 1982. These proclaimed, inter alia, that 11enduring international peace and security 
cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry by military alliances nor be sustained 
by a precarious balance of deterence or doctrines of-strategic superiority"; that 
"existing arsenals of nuclear weapons alone are more than sufficient to destroy all 
life on Earth 11

, and that there fore "the increase in weapons, especially nuclear 
weapons, far from helping to strengthen international security, on the contrary 
weakens it 11 

; and that "the existence of nuclear \>lea pons and the continuing arms rC~.ce" 

pose an alarming "threat to the very survival of manldnd", and therefore "all tho 
peoples of the world have a vital interest in the success of disarmament negotiations". 
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In the light of the- foregoing, it is very easy to understand why my delegation 
feels obliged, at this opening meeting of the Committee Is 1983 se'ssion, to expre'ss 
its 'deep concern at the course followed so far by the negotiations between the two 
~uperpowers. 

\Uth respect to strategic weapons, it is our view that the seven months of 
bilateral talks should not be seen as something isolated but rather as a supplement to 
the 10 years of the so-called SALT I and SALT · II talks and that it ahould therefore be 
considered that the talks have gone on more than long enough for it to be possible to 
move on from explOl''atory sparring and public relations or propaganda sta'tements (the 
two terms have been used without distinction) to a period of genuine and fair 
negotiation, as be~ts the two ~perpowers whose security certainly cannot be in 
dan~er as they are both armed to the teeth; besides, in the opinion of all observers 
who are both competent and ' objective, there is between them a state 'or 11parity" . or 
"dead heat" -- whichever you prefer -- Hith respect to their nuclear military capacity. 

As regards intermediate-range nuclear \-lea pons, also kriown as long-range . theatre 
weapons, we cannot disg~ise the fact that our alarm is greater stil~, since 1t appears 
that if the· negotiations do not bear fruit within a relatively short period, 572 new 
nuclear missiles will be deployed in Europe, 464 of them of the guided "cruise" type, 
and the other ·. ~o£3 of the . Pershing II type. 

With regard to the former; it is generally agreed that verification of these 
would be virtually impossible, \olhich would make the negotiations'' ori nuclear arms 
limitation and nuclear disarmament infinitely more difficult. Hciwev~r·, the harm that 
would result from the deployment of these seems of small account compared with the 
danger inherent in the deployment of Pershing II missiles, in the context of 
confrontation between the two nuclear superpowers. It is easy to unders~~nd why, in 
the ·l~ading article of its · latest issue' dated 31 January, one of the ri)ost widely 
circulated Un:i.ted States weeklies asks whether arms control will be achieved "now or 
never"; stresses that "the time for empty words is fast running out" and points out 
that for the Soviet Union the deploymerit of Pershing II missiles ttould be the 
equivalent· of "a Cuban missile crisis in reverse". 

: ~ .. 

The relevant facts of the matter are as follows: it is calculated that 
inter-oohtinental missiles would take about half an hour to reach their targets, 
whether in the Soviet Union or in the United States. On the ·other hand, the · 
Pershing II missiles, which would remain United States missiles although installed on 
European territory, would take only six minutes to reach their destination on Soviet 
terri tory. · In a book published last year by Times Books entitled Russian Roule.t te: 
the supe.rpbwer game, Arthur Macy Cox recalls that lvtr. Ft•ed Ikle (who spoke a number 
o·f times at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament as Director of the 
United -states Arlils Control and Disarmament Agency, and is now an undersecretat"Y in 
his country's Defense Department) in June 1980 \-/rote an article in· the Washington Post 
entitled "The Growing Risk of \!ar by Accident". In that article he wrote: 

"The more we rely on 1 launch-on-warning 1 (or, for that mc:tt~er, the more 
the Soviets do), the greater the risk of accidental nuclear war~ Ahyone who 
tries td explain that this tactic could ' be implemented 1in a totally reliable 
and safe way is a fool. · He does not even know how little he knows. · · No one 
can understand in sufficient detail all the possible malfunctions, unanticipated 
events and human errors that might interact some day to confound the 
"redundant" warning systems or to bypass the 'safeguards' against an unintended 
release of the command to launch a missile salvo. ·· ·~ 
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The crux of the matter is that the more important it becomes to ' launch on 
warning,' the more q~ngerous it will be. The tightening noose around our neck 
is the requirem'ent fO'r speed. The more certain one wants to be that our missile 
forces could be launched within minutes and under all circumstances, the more · · 
one has to practice the system and to loosen the safeguards. And remember: 
As in June, 1980, there will be false alerts. " 

To assess the terrible consequences that alerts of this kind could have in the 
· case of nuclear missiles requiring only six minutes to reach their targets, it is 
1-10rth .. recalling the following information given in the NeH York Times . concerning the 
two· alerts which took ,place in 1980: 

"In · the incidents of 3 June and ti June , about 100· B-52 bomber::~. carrying . 
nuclear weapons were prepared for take-off because the officer on duty of the 
Strategic Air Command received data from a computer indicating that a Soviet 
missile attack was under way . I n each of these two cases, as competent officials 
revealed, the command aircraft of the President of the United States, a specially 

.· adapted 747 full of telecommunications equipment, normally based very close to 
Wasoington, at Andrews Air Force Ba,se, was also prepared for take~off". 

To supplement this information, and ·with the same p!Jrpose I mentioned earlier, 
that of bringing out the full significance of the "launch-on-warning" strategy or 
tactic in the case of missiles taking six minutes to reach their targets, I shall a l s o 
quote the opinion expressed by Robert C. Aldridge, a space engineer and expert in 
submarine military technology, as well as author of several books, in an article 
published on 26 July 1980, in which he Hrote the follouing: " · 

"Thr ee ti:nes i n seven months the s trategic- nucl ear forces of the 
United States have been placed on alert due to errors of electronic equipment. 
On 9 November 1979 the NORAD computer announced an attack by submarine-launched 
missiles. On 3 June 1980, it Peported a mass attacl< also including submarine
launched missiles. Three days later, it indi cated that mi ssiles from submarines 
lying some thousand miles from the coasts of the United States could reach their 
targets in about 10 minutes . The Novemb.;;: r scare las ted six minutes, and the 
June alerts lasted three, which repres ents a considerable portion of the time 
available for inaking decisions. It is terrifying to think of the consequences 
which these alerts could have had if they had lasted only a few crucial minutes 
more". 

Reflecting on these f a ct s and on this reasnning i t is very easy t o underst and why 
we are · .convinced .of the need for the two super power s which have been negotiating on . 
nuclear weapons "to bea r constantly in mind that not only thei r national interests but 
also the vital interests of ail the peoples of the world are ai stake in this question", 
as the General Assembly so . r 'i ghtly put it. l-Ie fully understand that , as is . customary 
in . all int.erhati onal negotiations, each of the parti es should put forward as its 
original proposal something going considerably further than what the proponent himself 
considers, in his heart of hearts, to be reasonable and fa i r. However, we cannot gt•asp 
how, after more than a year of talks, there is s t ill a party clingi ng to its original 
proposal and seeking to present it not only as beyond improvement but even 
irreplaceable. He prefer the behaviour of those who have already shown s i gns of 
sufficient flexi bili ty 1 putti ng forward alternatives containing e l ements which are not 
unreasonable or• unfair,' and hope that i t will soon be i mitated by the other party. 

Mexico ' s posi t i on on nuclear weapons i s wel l known , and it may be summed up as 
f ollows : it i s our convicti on that eit her t he w0rl d v1ill put an end to nuclear 
weauons or nuclear weauons will nut an end t o thP. wn~l n _ Tn ~oc ~n~o +~; ~ 
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position coinc:ides wi -th t he conclus ion reached by the experts of 12 different 
nationalities who worked for a year, under the auspices of the Uni teo·· Nations and 
in implementation of ' a .. ,.General Assembly resolution, in . their report entitled 
"Comprehensive Study on· Nuclear Weapons" which· they adopted unaniioously. That 
conclusion reads as follows: 

''Even if the road to nuclear disarmament is a long and dif;fisu.l t.. _one, 
there is no alternative. Peace requires the prevention of the danger of a 
nuclear war. If nuclear disarmament is to become a reality, the commitment 
to DUltual deterrence through a balance of terror must be discarded. The 
concept of the maintenance of world peace, stability and balance through the 
process of deterrence is perhaps the Dl()stdangerous collective fallacy that 
exists.". 

It was becau~e we are convinced of this great truth, and because we like to 
practise what we preach that, some 20 years ago, Mexico took the initiative which 
led to the creation of the nuclear-weapon-free zone which, as you know, exists 
in Latin America • . It would perhaps not be a bad idea if a similar zone could be 
established in El.U'Ope, in the interests of the peace and tranquillity of the peoples 
of the world. It seems .to us that one country or one region should not, in seeking 
to guarantee its own security, endanger that of the entire planet. In this 
interdependent world in which it is our lot to live, clearly there can be no 
greater illusion than to believe that a nuclear war could be a "limited" war. We 
think that the only choice open to mankind in the event of such $ conflagration 
would be the one described by Einstein and Russell nearly 30 years ago when they saic 
thclt . there would be "sudden death for a minority and slow death for the majority 
subjected ·to the torture of disease and gradual disintegration". 

Two months ago, on 1 ~ecember 1982, a new Constitutional President of Mexico, 
Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado, took possession of his high office, as has occurred 
regularly every six years in the civil process of more than half a century of 
democratic stability. 

In this connection, I should like to close this statement .with two quotations 
.'bo:th of which, I believe, clearly and concisely illustrate the continuity of 
Mexico 1 s foreign policy on issues such as those which I have dealt with ·today. 

In his inaugural address, the President of Mexico stated: 

"We shall continue t o uphold, with unwavering convi ction, the self
determination of peoples, non~intervention, the peaceful settlement of 
conflicts, the legal equality of States, disarmament for the preservation 
of peace, and just and effective international co-operation. 

"Isolation is not merely an anachronism but an impGssibility. Co-ope:ration 
among free peoples is the only road to peace in an interdependent world. With 
greater internal co-ordination of our actions and strategies, we shall take 
part in international forums and bilateral .actions to enhance the 
effectiveness of our objectives and principles.". 

Two weeks later, on 17 December, speaking on behalf of the Mexican Head of State 
in an, address to the diplomatic corps, his Secretary for Foreign Affairs, 
Bernardo Sepulveda Amor, stated: 

"Mexico is in favour of a pea ce which implies, without any reservations 
• . -. - - - - - '-,- -- --~ - .l -.,... 4-.:- ...... ...... .. ,.,,, 
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The CI1AIRr~: I tharti~ the representative of Mexico for his statement and for 
the kind words he addressed to the Chair. I now give the floor to the 
Deputy Prime Minister and Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada, the 
Honourable Allan J. HacEachen • 

. Mr. NacEACBEN (Canada): lir. Chairman: may I first extend to you my 
congratulations on your assumption of the Chair for the first month of this year's 
session of the Comp1ittee on Disarmament. I should also like to extend to 
Ambassador Garc.!a Robles my congratulations on his receiving the Nobel Peace Prize. 
The peace prize is much more than a personal honour; it is a symbol of the devotion 
to peace that must be at the heart of our collective work. 

I recall the message of the late Lester B. Pearson, a friend and cabinet 
colleague of mine, when he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize in 1957. He said that in 
the nuclear age nations face a choice between peace and extinction. In the hrenty
five years since then, nuclear vr9-r has been avoided, but at the cost of an avresome 
build-up of nuclear arms. • The horrible instruments of destruction, so terrifying 
in the 1950s, have been replaced by neH and more deadly succesoors. The threat of 
a sudden, total collapse into nuclear suicide has been overlaid with an equally 
chilling prospect of suicide by stages, of nuclear Har that could never .be "won 11 • 

The Government of Canada believes that 1983 must be a crucial yea,r in reviving 
the momentum of arms control and disarmament negotiations. 

Just a little over a year ago there were no negotiations on nuclear weapons. 
Since then, the United States and the Soviet Union have begun negotiations on 
intermediate-range nuclear forces (llJF) and more recently have resumed talks on 
strategic nuclear arms (STAaT). The emphasis not just on limitations but on reductions 
is most welcome. 

Recently, there have been signs that the negotiating process is beginning to 
work. The leaders of both superpovrers have publicly reaffirmed their conunitment to 
serious negoti ttions. Proposals have been made by both sides, some of vrhich have been 
vigorously promoted in public. A greater sense of urgency appears to be developing. 
In the meantime, both superpm·rers continue to agree informally to abide by the main 
provisions of the SALT agreements. 

This is not the forum for those negotiations, though \ ·Te all realize that unless 
concrete progress is .achieved in those tal~cs, pur collective fate will be at risk no 
rna tter hmr much may be achieved in this forum. \·lha t 1-re can drau from past experience 
is a fundamental conclusion that must apply if arms control and disarmament 
negotiations --bilateral or multilateral --are to succeed. 

An increase in muttml security is the only sound basis for effective arms 
control and disarmament. As Prime Minister Trudeau stressed at ~he second 
United Nations special session on disarmament, security in today's vrorld cannot be 
achieved on a purely national basis. Attempts by one side to make gains at the 
expense of the security of the other ultimately ••ill not vmrk. Security is a matter 
of vreaponry but also of perception and confidence. Action by one side vThich is 
perceived by the other to be threatening creates or vridens a gulf of suspicion. 
Action produces reaction, and in the end neither side achieves a long-term gain. 
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Both suffer from the effort .and the political relationship is poisoned. Arms control 
negotiations offer an escape from this danger only if the parties. ·acc·ept as their 
fundamental objective increased mutual security rather than unilateral advantage. 
It follo'1!1S from this that an attempt by any pm·rer to develop a policy which assumes 
that nuclear war can be uinnable contributes to mutual insecurity, 

\fuile this may be a home truth, it is directly relevant to the current situation, 
The origins and evolution of the I}TF talks illustrate the point. 

In 1977, the Sovie t Union began to deploy the SS-20 missile. The North Atlantic 
alliance was understandably concerned by this nevr threat to the territory of several 
European member States. Moreover the Soviet Union and the United States were at that 
time working toHards codification of a balance in intercontinental nuclear >-reapons. 

Thus, in December 1979, NATO members, including Canada, took .what has .become 
known as the "tvTO-track" decision. Vle agreed to deploy Pershing II missiles and 
ground-latmched cruise missiles, beginning in late 1983. Canada has since been asked 
to help test the cruise missile guidance system. Secondly, NATO proposed negotiations 
betueen the Soviet Union and the United States to limit land-based intermediate-range 
missilesystems on both sides. So began the dynamic leading to the INF talks. 

Since 1979, progress has been made, but much too slowly. The Soviet ·union was 
sharply critical of the NATO decision to deploy ne,·T intermediate-ran~ .missiles in 
response to the SS-20 missiles, and initially VTas reluctant to take part in 
negotiations. Subsequently, the Soviet Union agreed to preliminary discussions in 
the autumn of 1980, Formal negotiations began in November 1981. 

The period since November 1981 has been marked by exchanges of. concrete 
proposals. The negotiations have been conducted seriously and have made some progress. 
Given the underlying ,need to talce into account the legitimate security concems of 
both sides, NATO ministers have agreed that this requirement could best be met through 
the elimination of all existing Soviet and planned United States missiles in this 
class. vie have also conf-irmed our earlier decision to begin deploying the missiles 
at the end of 1983 unless there are concrete results from the negotiations. \le are 
willing to give full consideration to any serious Soviet proposals that would enhance 
the chances for effective and verifiable agreements. 

Recently, the Soviet Union made a proposal concerning possible reductions of 
intermediate-range nuclear 'veapons. While the proposal is unacceptable in many 
respects, it appears to recognize that l~ATO Governments have a legitimate concern 
about the number of SS-20 missiles aimed at the European member States, and that a 
reduction is necessary. 

This in itself is progress. Hm·1ever, it is not yet clear if both sides have 
accepted that mutual security must be the basis of th~ negotiations. That is wny 
1983 is crucial. 

Canada has a large stake in the negotiations. \le intend to press vigorously the 
following basic approach: 

. Canada places its full v.Teigllt behind the negotiations. \Je strongly support· a 
negotiated solution ·that \·Till malce deployment of the missiles in Europe 
unnecessary; 
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Likewis~, in the absence of concrete results in the negotiations, Canada 
considers that there is no viable alternative to deployment of the missiles; 

Every serious proposal must be seriously examined. By the same token, 
propaganda ploys must not be permitted to undermine serious negotiations; 

Statements aimed at public opinion cannot be a substitute for genuine willingness 
to reach an agreement~ 

Increased mutual s ecurity must be accepted aG the fundamental consideration in 
the negotiating process. 

Despite the obstacles, the Canadian Government is convinced that these 
negotiations can demonstrate in 1983 that the arms control and disarmament process 
can be made to work~ 

1983 is also a year of opportunity for the Committee on Disarmament. Public 
concern about the issues is high. The need for early action is clear, and mutual 
security is also the foundation for our -vrork here. 

I see encouraging signs in this Committee since I uas first responsible for 
Canadian foreign policy some seven years ago. 

The presence nou of China and France along Hith the other three nuclear-weapon 
States is the most striking and hopeful development. 

The gro-v1th in s ize of this negotiating body, uhile at first glance sobering, is 
also encouraging. Nore uidespread representation from all parts of the 1·mrld in a 
body devoted to arms control and disarmament is a positive development despite the 
complications this inevitably introduces for a negotiating forum. Governments in 
all regions have a direc t interest -- and a corresponding responsibility -- in 
contributing to the global quest for a more secure world. 

Working groups have been established on certain key subjects. The increasing . 
participation of t eclmical experts is another significant development. 

These have been positive steps, but we must demons trate to the world that this 
is a serious negotiating body v~hich can produce concrete results. · 

How can vie ensure that the real 1·rork of negotia tion is pressed vli'th vigour? The 
negotiating table is full of proposals, but they must be translated into agreements. 
The recent Prague Declaration referred to the v10rk of this Cornmi ttee in an extended 
•·ray. As I said in OttavTa last veek, any aspects of these proposals 1vhich 1·10uld lead 
to progress towards concrete and verifiable arms control and disarmament agreements wi1 
receive our support. Today, in Geneva, I vrant to single out particular issues on 
1-1hich Canada believe s progres s should be made in 1913 3. 

The pursuit of a comprehensive nuclear test ban is a fundamental nuclear issue 
before this Committee. vie v1ere pleased by the establishment last year of a Harking 
group in the Committee on a nuclear test ban, but He vTere disappointed that, having 
11aited so long for consensus, the Committee did not move quickly to begin substantive 
1rork. I urge that this neu Harking group begin to dischar~e its mandate as a matter 
of urgency in 1983. 
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Another pronusrng avenue is the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts on seismic 
events. Since its inception in 1976, it has been developing an international seismic 
data exchange system which uill be an international verification mechanism forming 
part of the provisions of an eventual comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty. At the 
second United Nations special session on disarmament last year, Prime Ninister Trudeat.~ 
called for it to become fully operational at an early date and in advance of a treaty, 
Canada has committed resources to enable us to become a full participant in the 
exchange. \'le are convinced that the early entry into operation of the data exchange 
"'ould be an effective vray to make progress tm-rards the objective of a comprehensive 
test ban. 

This step-by-step approach can ensure that key elements of a treaty are in 
place even before the final political commitment to a comprehensive nuclear test 
ban treaty. This process can develop a momentum tovmrd the conclusion of a treaty 
and can be complementary to the necessary negotiations among nuclear-\Teapon States. 

I take this opportunity of draHing to the attention of this Committee an 
equally high Canadian priority for 1983, the prevention of the further spread 
of nuclear 1-1eapons through the evolution of an effective non-proliferation regime 
based on the non-proliferation Treaty. The 1WT emphasizes the non~discriminatory 
transfer of peaceful nuclear tecl1nology. It also provides for the de-escalation of 
the arms race on the part of nuclear->veapon States and for the rapid and effective 
movement towards disarmament. 1'1ore States have adhered to the non-proliferation 
Treaty. Hovrever, such voluntary renunciation has not been matched by corresponding 
action by the nuclear-\·reapon States to halt the build-up of nuclear weapons. Only 
tangible moves by the superpovers uill demonstrate the sincerity of their commitment 
to non..:.proliferation. Those of us Hi th nuclear technology and those vii thout must 
seek to persuade the nuclear-,·reapon States to live up to the bargain to tvhich they 
are committed by the non-proliferation Treaty. 

Canada is prepared to seek international consensus on the development of 
principles >·rhich ,.,ould result in a more universal and effective approach to non
proliferation. Such principles should include a formal renunciation of nuclear 
explosive devices and an agreement to permit the safeguarding of all nuclear 
activities throughout the entire range of the nuclear fuel cycle. This is fundamental 
to the creation of a stable and permament non-proliferation regime. Under such 
conditions, bilateral nuclear con1mi tments could then be subsumed into a truly 
equitable and responsible in terna tione.l order. 

I suggest that the time has come for genuine movement tovrards the realization 
of these objectives. 

Arms control and disarmament must also extend to non-nuclear-weapon systems, 
some of Hhich are as potentially horrifying as nuclear vreapons. 
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The time is right for progress this year tm·rards a treaty on the prohibition 
of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical '\veapons and the destruction 
of existing stocks. \Te intend to participate vigorously along 'ltTi th others in seeking 
to realize the maximum from the present opportunity. 

Continuing Canadian research on defensive measttres enables us to put fon.rard 
suggestions on such aspects as the verification provisions of a treaty banning 
chemical '\·Teapons. Canada has contributed vrorking papers. 1-le have allocated 'funds 
to enable Canadian technical experts to particip~te here in Geneva for longer periods, 
beginning with the 19G3 session. Expertise from many countries, including non-members, 
has been brought to bear in this Committee on the complex issues involved. The 
achievements of the \'larking Group on Chemical Ueapons again illustrate that Hork in 
this body can complement bilateral negotiations. 

Another area for progress is the subject of '\·leapons for use in outer space. 
This issue has been described as the first .?.rtls control problem of the t\venty-first 
century. I urge the Committee to begin as soon as possible its essential task of 
defining the legal and other issues necessary to build upon the outer space legal 
regime. Canada contributed to this objective in a vrorking paper tabled here last 
summer. Verification is likely to loom large, as it does for a nuclear test ban and 
a chemical weapons ban. The expanding programme of verification research in Canada 
\..rill seek to identify possible solutions. \le intend to participate actively in this 
uork. It is the vie\·T of the Government of Canada that it is time to establish a 
working group on this subject. 

I have focused on four important issues, four Canadian priorities for 1983, 
on uhich I \vished to put Canada's position strongly: 

Canada Hill press for progress tovrard the objective of a comprehensive nuclear 
test ban; 

Canada v.rill press for a more effective non-proliferation regime; 

Canada will press for a convention to prohibit chemical weapons; 

Canada vrill press for progress to-vrards the objective of prohibi tin~; all Heapons 
for use in outer space. 

These are issues >There there are prospects for genuine progress and Hhere progress 
can mruce a direct contribution to mutual s ecurity. 

Recent years have not been propitious for negotiating on arms control and 
disarmament. Yet the process has continued and is again beginning to show hopeful 
signs. Public statements by \Torld leaders have underlined that the arms spiral is a 
major '\·TOrld-\-Jide danger and that the negotiation of arms control and disarmament 
agreements is vital. There is room for optimism if arms control and disarmament 
negotiations are based on realism. Nutual security is our common goal and objective. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I thank the D,eputy Prime Minister and Secretary of State f9r 
External Af~airs of canada for. his statement and for the kind words he addressed 
to the Chair. 

[Speaking in Russian] I TI0\-1 e;ive the floor to the representative of the 
Union of Soviet Soci.:::t1ist Republics, Ambassador Issraelyan. 

Mr. ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
Comrade Chairman; allow me first of all to congratulate you on your assUmption of 
the honourable· and responsible post of Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament. 
The Mongolian PeOple's Republic, which is linked with the Soviet Union by 
relations of fraternity and friendship that have been tested by time, relations 
based on the principles of ~ocialist internationalism, rightfully enjoys prestige 
and respect among all peace-loving States. We are particularly pleased that it 
is you, Comrade Er~embileg ~ oneof the veterans of the singlemultilateral 
disarmament negotiating body and representative of socialist Mongolia, which 
consistently pursues a policy of ' p~ace and co-operation among States --who has 
the privilege of being the first Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament this 
year. We hope that under your leadership a good foundation will be laid for the 
successful work of the Committee. 

Allow me also to associate myself with your· words of congratulation addressed 
to Amb8t;sador A. Garc.!a Robles of Mexico, your predecessor in the office of 
Chairman of the Committee, in connection with the Nobel Peace prize awarded to him 
in 1982. Of course, there are differing views about the objectivity of some of the 
deci.sions of the Nobel Prize coinlilittee. In this case, however, scarcely anyone 
will disp\.tte the fact that Ambassador Robles really is truly a distinguished · 
fighte_r for the . ending of the arins race and for disarmament' and worthily 
represents peace·-loving Mexico in international forums. We all, colleagues and 
friends of Ambassador Robles~ wish him great success in his further efforts on this 
path. · · 

His important contribution to the creation of a nuclear-free zone in 
Latin America, his position of principle on the questions of a complete and general 
nuclear weapOns test ban and a freeze on nuclear arsenals and his desire to help 
promote the success of the 't)Uateral talks being conducted in Geneva have won him 
respect all over ~he world. Ambassador Garc!a Robles is renowned in the 
Soviet Union · also. · 

'!be Soviet ·delegation would also like to transmit through the delegation of . 
Sweden its congratulations to Mrs. Myrdal in connection with the Nobel Peace prize 
awarded to her. Mrs. Myrdal is well known to everyone, and particularly to those 
who have linked their professional activity with tbe struggle for disarmament, as a 
person who has devoted her life to the strengthening of peace among the peoples. 

I should also like to welcome the new representatives in the Committee on 
Disarmament and to wish them success in their endeavours. 

Last year was, like no other, filled with the active struggle against the 
threat of nuclear war and for -the halting of the arms race. Throughout the world 
the powerful rttovement of the peoples is mounting; they are demanding the adoption 
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of concrete measures to lessen the danger of war that is threatening mankind. Such 
manifestations have taken place in Europe, in America and in other continents too. 
The Soviet peopl.:l at numerous meetings, rallies and manift~ :;tations have joined 
their voice to those of the fighters for peace all over the world. In 1982 alone 
more than 20,000 rallies were held in the Soviet Union, in Hhich more than 
60 million Soviet people took part. 

The second special session cf the United Nations General Assembly on 
disarmament: as well as the thirty-seventh regular session, t-thich also devoted 
considerable attention to the problems of disarmament, weN!' marked by the concern 
of the overwhelming majodty of delegations at the · ser:-ious:·aggr~vation of the 
international situation, the continuing a1~ms race and the deaciiocks in the 
disarmament talks resulting fr6m tha obstructionist positibn 6f a certain group 
cf States. Hhat should be done! in orde;:o to turn the course of events in the 
<.iiraction of detente and pea6e· -- that was the theme of mc:>fit statements. In thi::. 
connection, the statement of the Soviet Union made in th~ ~ummer df 1982, which 
contained an undertaking not to be the first to use nuClear' weap<)ns giiined wide 
support all over the world. · It was rightly emphasized, at the United Nations 
General Assembly, that if those nuclear-weapon Statas which have not so far done 
::·o were .to follow the example of the USSR, that would, in effect, be tantamount to 
th~ total prohibition of the use .. of nuclear weapons. · 

It is significant that almost half of the resolutions on disarmament issues 
that were adopted .by the United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-seventh 
s 2;;;sion concerned tne · problems of pr·~venting nuqleat1 \-lar, nuclear arms limitation 
ar.d nuclear dis~riilament. Another important factor should be noted. The 
p~rticipants at the General Assembly session insistentiy and firmly urged and 
c~lled for the achievement of concrete results in one of the main directions that 
\·Iould lead to the real elimination of the threat of nuclear war -- that is, at ~he 
talks between the USSR and the United States on nuclear arms limitation in Europe 
nnd strategic arms limitation and red~ction. We ought also to regard as 
:i :11~ortant practj Cal proposals designed t.o lesaen ti':te threat Of nuclear War two 
neH initiatives that were put forward a the thirty..;.sev~n·; ·1 session of the 
t:ni ted Nations Gen.eral Assem.bly by th~;; ?~lni ~'~0;; 9( For~icn ' · Affairs of the USSR, 
A~1drei Gromyko, on the immediate ending and prohibition of nuclear weapons tests 
c>.nd on multiplying efforts to remove the thre~t · cf' nu6lear war and to guarantee 
t~e safe development of nuclear energy . In accordance with the decision of the 
G3r..eral Assembly, the Soviet document, "Basic provisions of a treaty on the 
co:nplete and general prohibition of nuclear 1r1eapons t ests", · was referred to the 
Committee on Disarl)lament. He hope that it will help the Coir.mittee to embark on 
bu:Jiness-like, concrete negotiations or. one of the most high-priority disarmament 
.:.:::sues. 

last year the Soviet Union and its allies and friends activ')J.y pursued a policy 
of taking the ini tia ti ve in every forum \oihose agenda included · disarmament pro "hJ.ems. 
The Soviet Union 1 s proposals put forward by Yuri Andropov:'~ · General Secretary of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in his statement of 
21 Deqember 1982, are of particular importance. .. 

. .. 

The Soviet Union and other socialist countries have erit.ered 1983 with a 
clear-cut programme to struggle for peace, security and disarmament. In the 
political declaration of the States pat•ties to the l-JarsaH Treaty that liaS adopted at 
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the be&tnning of January in Prague, .the top-most leaders of the count.ries of the 
social._.t COIDIII\lnity . proposed_ a . broad range of urgent and effective measures · designed 
to ensure the stability of tt:te. military and strategic .:,ituation, the . limi·tation of .· 
the arms race and the., preser,vation and continuation of detente .and or: everytt)iq · 
positive tt:~at : was achiev~ in inter.nati~nal relations during the 1970s.. In ~ 
the socialist states put forward a new and important proposal - fo~ the . 
conclusion between the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty and the NATO member 
countries of :a Treaty on the mutual non•use of military force and the maintenance of 
peaceful relations,. .which W()Uld be also Qpen to other States. 

The core of such a treaty would .be the mutual coii!IIU.tment of the ·~be.r · Statea · 
of ttie two alliances not to be the first ; to. use against · .etach . other not ·only ·nuclear 
weapons but mili t.ary force in general. .. 

The Soviet Union and other fraternal socialist . countries 11ave adclres.sed . 
similar proposals to the NATO countries in the past also, but they have been 
rejected ·under various pretexts • 

. 
The pr-es.ent situation in the world urgently dewands tha.t . the. West should adopt 

a very responsi:ble approach to t.he proposals of the socialist countr-ies, which taJce 
into account the interests of all sides. 

It is., impossible to deny, however, that in spite or the consi~tent effor.ts of 
the USSR and other socialist .countries, the international situation remains t~se; 
the . arms race i~r spiralling anew, and all the efforts to restrain and limit it 
are proving rrui tless. Nor do the results of the work of the CoiiiDitt.ee ·on 
Disarmament justify any optimism. Sinc.e 1976 this body has made no headway • in 
spite of the fact that after the first special session of ttJe ·United Nations 
General Assembly on disarmament its membership was expanded and all the States 
possessing nuc1•ar weapons began to tak~ part in its work • . For nearly seven .. years 
now it has not ·elaborated any treaty or. agreement • . Of course the mere fact that it 
has set up variOu;t ·working groups CC)Uld · be regarded as a great achievement :OD the 
part of the Committee. But of course tbe setting up of such groups cannot .be an .. 
end .in itself. The ,,important thing is the attainment of positive results, which 
unfortunately so far not one of.· the working groups has managed to act)ieve. It is not 
without reason, therefore, that there is a growing feeling in the Committee that 
many dra.fts and proposals are "buried" in the working groups, and some even jokingly 
say; :that the Committee's initials stanc:l for "Cemetery of Disarmament"! 

. ,; 

Can this be explained by the lack or initiative of delegations or the absence of 
proposals and drafts? Of course not • . We have repeatedly drawn attention to the 
proposals by the USSR and the group of socialist States which have been submitted to 
the Committee ..• : But other States, too, have put forward a variety of proposals. For 
example, the Indian delegation's proposal for the disc1,1ssion in the Committee of. 
appropr.iate practical measur,es to prevent nuclear war merits serious con~ideration .• 

· This ·ini tia·ti ve has been supported by a dra·ft international legal ins-trument . put 
before the thirty-seventh .session of the United Nations Gen~ral Assembly and ~:approved 
by; it • . There is also in the Coomittee. the Soviet-American proposal on the ba~c · 
eleu.entsof a treaty on the .prohibition of the developf!lent, production, stockpiling 
and use of radiological weapons ·; around which · sterile debat~s have been condu.ct~ 
for more than three years now, with virtually no prospect of a successful outcome. 
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. mw '~:.is..:.t: .:pf prOpOsals which have not been cona.iderep . and ··implemented coul;d' .be . 
continued. vlhat I :.ha¥e said~ however; 'is ·enough to make clear• to 'eacn · .ori~ · .. of :us 
-t~ ,.<?bVi:OUS' bi~t::i r ·· ~r~th Qf the \{e&kneSf3 ~-n~ p_ow_er_l .eSStleSS · 0~ the C?¢lnittee~ . . 'fhe · 

• Sl.·t-Ua.t('~on cannot· b~ , 9-escri bed as · anything oJ:,her ~nan scandalous 1 wh·en ·even . · .. . 
. deQ1,5!q.ns i· adopted'· b.Y ,ccmsensus •bY thci! ·· aerier~i Assem'Qly have not been iinpl,emen~d 
by _- th-~; £ommitt~e ~ · · · · : •· ·· .. · ;: · · ·· · 

It is: of'ten ·said. t~t .the main reason for ·t:J}~. stagnation in· the disar,~~.nt 
tall,{s .ia the• lack· or .:poii tical will 'of States to. achi.eve such agreements. · There is 
n(),_,c;ioub't ,that if'the 'po'!j,tical '\-Jill existed~ ' then any difficult questions arising in the-course .of the . arms race limitation talks could·,,be resolved: Tile . hl.etcr.r of 
disarmament negoti~t~ons offers .many··· examp,les ·.confir[!1ing this .. ·<rp ·'this , '.:, : 
conn.e.ctiotl.' it i.S suf.l'icient to .recall the Soviet"'!p.meri_can·agreements achieved in , 
the. ·l ·970s iri; the field of arms race limitation. But of course the political will 
alone is not enough for ·the achievement of; s_uccess. · · · ' · . .· . 

. . . ,,;· . •. : . . : ~ . . : .. . . . . . . .. ~ ('-... . . . . . ... . . . . . ·: : 

Anothet- key ·pr~requisit~ for , the success of 'tne! diear!llaltlent :talks . is that .. . 
they should be based on the principle of the undiminished security of State.s.. This 
principle· ·is at the ·basis of many internatiqnal_ : ag_r~ements~ , '!t. is ::al~c) embOdi.ed in 
the Final Doeumerit of· the fil'st special session .. of· the United ·Nations . · · 
G~neral Assembly de~oted. to d~sarmament. ' · · ·· · · 

Undoubtedly, this Pl"inciple is of particul~r importance ; in ·:the ' r.eikt-~&n~:/. bei;.woen 
the -USSR and the t)nitedStat~s, .,between the NATO.and .vlaf'.saw. Treatycquntrfes • . · In :. · 

. . ~ . ' ' ' . .t . . . ·" "1 -::: ..- , : ' 

t~e 1,9705 the prin~iple of equali.ty and equal security .receivel1 '·wide · r-e-~qgnit1on in 
the .soviet.;;.Americah ·,documents signe'd at the· h~g)1est )eveL· It. has .. been . 
recognized by at lea:·st 'three · earlier . United 'states .. Actministratioris~1.; .:bO'th 
Republican and ·Detnoc~at. ·: · · · · · ·· · 

. . . ~-
':. .. · . : 

... . · · Today~ ·· unfor~~~:~tely one cannot but note t~at tne present u~ited : $t~te~_-1 · ~_ ··.' .· ;.o 

Administration"has · tak~n a different , aourae. · · It flatly refuses to· deaJ ~ith ·t,h,e 
USSR .on- the ·basis ·of the principle· .of ~quality and ~qpal security. ··spe~king;· a't · .< · 

the ·thirty.-severith session of the Uni'ted iilations tfen~ral Assemb-ly·, ... thE(Direotoz:- ::of .:. ·· 
the 'United States Arms. Control and Di:sarmament Age~'cy called the ' principle of . equal 

· security 1!a cl~im to ''liegemony rather : than to equ_Ellity". · · ' · 
.. ~ .. · .. 

The USSR bases its policy on a -recogni tibn ~f th~ · poli t;i.~al· re-aii ties ~f .. t .be 
present-day HOrld -- the ex~stence :of" an an'ti-Soviet , . ;.anti-socialist· mi'lltary -and 
pol:i t~cal bloc, Hhich JnqluqeQ. thr~ ' r'rticlear-\·Ieapon states, the relationsh~p of . 

· forces · in the . inte~nationa'f arena as a whole and , the entire complex'' of threats : ~o 
the ·security o.f the USSH \vherever they inay ' come fro~. · 

. . . 4 ... . 
. .. ' .- . !-, :" .. ~ . 

The essence ·of •the.' ~~~ault . :on the 'principle of . equa~ity and ~qual .security · ~s , 
the ·attempt-<on· the part· of:t;he \:Jnited' · Statei:(\b dl?ta:i,.n for .. itself lmilateraL . . . . . . . ..... . . ' . . . . . . . 

advantages 1 to secure iq .,fagt tbe U:nila'terstl dts~r.ma.ment of .t .he ··USSR.' . In · t.t).is . . ..... . 
connection it is appropdat$. to<:.recall ;th'e words of~ :Y;ur·i ,Androp~;· ·aenerat :~ Seqre~ary . . 
of' -ttle Central". Committe~ ·or th~ _;-Gommuni·st ·Party .of -~he Sovi.et Union: ' i•'Let ~o :one · ·:· .·.;_ 
expect from us unilateral.d.i.sarlll!ament ~ We ·are 'i)Ci't naive._,people ... \lie do .not· cf:emand . . :. ·; . 
the.·unilateral disarmamel'}~ of~ 'th~~ West~ ·He: are· in· favour .. of· equality I of taki!)g . ,. - -;F 

account of the interests of botj}·. sides, of' ·fair ~gi:-~¢ment". . . . .•. 
~ ; ... ; .·.,.: . -~ ~ ,. ! . • . 

. ... ·.; ·· .. • ! ' 
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~he Soviet point of view is that the application in practice of the principle 
of equality and equal security presupposes an objective assessment of the existing 
balance of world forces, taking into account primarily its military aspects, an 
unprejudiced analysis of the armaments and a~med forces of the parties to the 
negotiations and other States, a realistic approach to the international situation 
as a whole • 

. The securityof a State is not an abstract notion. The security of States 
comprise.s ~he following elements:· the joint elaboration by them of such principles 
of their• · mutual relations as ·could become a political ·and legal basis for:- the 
security of each one of them; collective inter-State machinery for 'maintaining 
general secur~ ty, anct mutually beneficial ties in the trade, economic, scientific 
and technological real~s, creating a kind of fabric· of their mutual interest in 
long-term peaceful relations. There is another side of the :'recurity notion, which 
under· certain conditions inay become d~cisive for the de·stiny both of individual .. ;. 
peoples and of mankind as a whole. \;Je have in mind the military ·aspects of security:·~ 
Undoubtedly, concern fot• its national security is· the direct responsibility of each· 
State betore its people; it is its duty and its right. The· inalienable right of 
States as regards individual or collective self-defence, and consequently as 
>"egar<.ls the possession of the necessary mea'ns of defence is recognized in the 
Unite<i" .Nations Char'tet•. v!ithin these limits, the concern of States for their 
national Eiecurity~ cannot nave any negc:rtive effect on international security. · 

The essence of the matter, however, consists in the rational determination of 
these limits. E>cperience shows that it is precisely in the matter of determining 
the limits · of measures sufficient ·t.o· provide for security that a senS€ of proportion 
is often lacking in the statesmen and politicians of the Hest, and primarily the 
United States. Frequently, military programmes are adopted which can in no way b~ 
justified py theiP security interests and which on~y destabilize thestrategic 
situation in the tolOrld. · · · · 

cine of the manifestations of this tendency is the mythabout the so-ealled 
"Soviet military threat" and "Soviet military superiority". To justify it, 
fabt•icated figures, th.e evidence of "experts" anc.l the conclusions of "analysts" are 
put forward in .the Hest. · Numerous channels of information, or more precisely, 
misinformation, are very active in exaggerating this myth. At the same tinie the 
statements and the practical steps of the USSR and i~s allies aimed at disarmament 
and the strengthening of international security are indiscriminately ·qualified as 
propasandi,stic while ·the measures of' the United States Ad1ninistration designed to 
initiate rietot miTitary programmes are represented as a response tc> the actions of·· 
the USSR. In accordcince Hi th this logic, the unilateral pledge of the USSR "not to.··· 
be the first to use nuclear to~eapons is being delibera.tely igtlored, while the 
1-'iX missiles, the decision on the deployment of which is beaing· imposed on the 
Unit.ed St.ates . Congress by the military and industrial complex,· have been named thf> 
"peace-keepers 11 • · • · · 

But if we start from the hard facts -- and there is not ·and cannot be any 
other basis for an objective assessment of the relationship of fo'r'ces -- then it 
has to b'e recoGnized that in r•espect of' the strategic nuclear weapons, the medium
t•ange riucleal~ weapons in Europ'e and the conventional armaments and armed forces of: 
the HATO and Harsaw Treaty countries, there is in ·au cases an approximate 
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equilibr-ium between th-i\ t-..ro sid~s. There :i.s no 11Sovie"i:. superiori.ty" -~t all. This 
has been recognized, moreover, by many authoritative persons in t ,he . llest. · 

Of course, the approximate balan~e of mili-tary forces that exist.~ bet~een the 
USSR and the United States cannot be determined liith ph-armaceutical precision. · It 
does not mean that there is a complete coincidence between the two sides~ · 
quantit;ativ~ly and qu~litatively, as regards all types of armed f orces and 
armaments. .It is only natural that the military potential of each side consists 
of items determined by a \~hole complex of different factors, each of . them having 
its own spech'ic cnaract.er·. · · · 

~he comparison of even equivalent items of the military capabilities __ of the 
differen~ $l.<ies is sometililes an extremely difficult matter~ Therefore, when the 
word . !'~quilibrium" _ is used with respect ~o · the correlation of forces between two 
States, or two groups of States, it means that from the point of. view of the 
general military a_nd strategic balance the . tt-to sides are in an approximately 
similar position, neither of them having military superiority over the other. 

\,j'i th respect to the adoption, par'ticularly recently, by the Uni ted States 
of programmes for the building-up of its a rmaments, it should be_ noted ~hat this 
compels the other side to adopt appropriate measures to strengthen its defense 
capability so as to ensure the maintenance of a military balance. 

In the nuclear age it is a fundamental truth that the higher the level of 
military confrontation, even where strategic baiance is ~aintained, the less 
sta'Qle is this balance, the larger the numbe;.~ of elements ,of uncertainty in it 
and consequently the greater the possibility of· a nuclear -conflict. · The Soviet Union 
has repeatedly dra~tm attent-ion to the fact that 1-li.th a neH round in the arms race t 
nuclear weapons and other •zeapons of mass destruction will become even more 
sophisticated, which will mal<e it all the more difficult to elaborate 
international agreements on arms limitation and reduction, and peace \olill become 
even less stable and more fragile. · · 

In the refusal of the United States to reach agreements with the USSR on the 
basis. of' the principle of equality and equal secur.i ty lies the root of the . 
d;i.fficul ties now facing all the talks it, t .he field of dis-armament, including the · 
bilateral Soviet-American talks. Andrei Gromyko, Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
the USSR, noted recently in connecti on t-tith these talks! · "Arn.erican attempts to 
present .the situation at the tall<s in a rosy light are certainlY _false. Thi s 
'optimis m 1 is a ppar ently designed to l"eassut"e their allies , whi ch are displaying 
conce rn about the prospects of t he talks , s o as to gain time in or der to 
implement their militar istic plansri . · 

At the Geneva s trategic arms limitation and reduction tallcs, the United States 
has singled out ballistic missiles from the whole compl ex of s t r ategic systems as 
the basis for the negotiations, wi t h Pl"imary amphasis on g1·ound-bas ed ICBMs. 
Gambling on the s tructural differ~ces in the s trategic forces of the USSR ,and the 
United States , t he American s ide .has put f o rward a proposal, . th~ .. i !'lpiementa tion of 
which would mean that the Soviet strategic nuclear potential, acco'rding to' the 
number of charges, would be li.ttle more than a third of the American. 
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The Soviet Union rejects ·such a selective approach; it firmly 'aad honestly 
follows the principle of equality and equal security, the observanceof which requires 
that strict account should be taken of all the components of strategic forces, 
since a selective consideration of them in view of the substantial basic · 
differences between them, will inevitably lead to a disturbance of the existing 
balance between strategic potentials and damage the security interests of one of 
the sides. 

The position of the USSR is also based on a strict respect for the principle 
of equality and equal security in the talks with the United States on the 
limitation of nuclear weapons in Europe. Evidence of this is the new Soviet 
proposals put forward by Yuri Andropov, General Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union on 21 December 1982. 

· Explaining these Soviet .. proposals, Andrei dromyko, Foreign Mini::~ter of the 
USSR, emphasized recently iri Bonn: · "The USSR does not wish to put itself in an 
advantageous position, but the principle of equality and equal security is the 
holy of holies, which it cannot abandon. We believe that other States should not 
abandon .this principle . either." · 

The Committee on Disarmament has before it many different and very difficult 
tasks • . The Soviet Union is ready to help accomplish these tasks on the basis of 
the undiminished security of every State. He are in favour of achieving results 
in the work of the singl~ multilateral disarmament negotiating body. It is 
necessary to put an end to the stagnation in its activity. 

The Committee cannot and should not leave unresolved the main problems of 
today -- the prevention of nuclear war an~ the achievement of progress in the 
elaboration of a stage-by-stage programme of nuclear disarmament. 

The Soviet Union and other socialist countries believe that it is. essential 
to speed up the ' achievement of agreements on a number of specific issues and in 
this connection call upon all States to give a new impetus to the negotiations with 
a view to: working out as soon as possible a treaty on the complete and general 
prohibition of nuclear weapons tests; speeding up the elaboration of an 
international convention on the prohibition and eli~ination of chemical weapons; 
embarking upon the elaboration of a convention on the prohibition of the neutron 
weapons; startine without delay negotiations on the prohibition of the 
stationing in outer space of weapons of any kind; completing as soon as possible 
the drafting of an international convention on the prohibition of radiological 
weapons, and speeding up the solution of the question of strengthening security 
assurances for non-nuclear-weapon States. 

The year 1983 could become a turning point in the development of the 
international situation, away from an increasing danger of war arid towards an 
affirmation of peace. The Committee on Disarmament can make a contribution to 
this end. The Soviet delegation will do everything in its power to help the 
Committee finally to justify the confidence of the international community and 
contribute to the solution of the cardinal present-day problem -- the prevention 
of nuclear war. 
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The CHAIRMAN (translated from Russian): I thank the representative of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics for his statement and for the kind words he 
addressed to the Chair. I now give the floor to the representative of Czechoslovakia, 
Ambassador Vejvoda. 

Mr. VEJVODA (Czechoslovakia): Comrade Chairman, it is a great pleasure for the 
Czechoslovak delegation to s ee the representative of socialist Mongolia chairing the 
deliberations of our Committee during the month of February. As an experienced 
long~time negotiator in the field of disarmament you vrill undoubtedly contribute 
significantly to the smooth and constructive launching of this year's session of 
the Committee on Disarmament. 

vie also note with deep satisfaction t hat one of our dear colleagues, 
Ambassador Garcia Robles of Mexico, has been a\varded the Nobel Prize f or :peace. 
We congratulate Ambassador Robles once more ·mos t sincerely on this important and 
fully deserved a\-rard. 

His unceasing efforts to help disarmament negotiations move forward, his 
lion's share in the establishment of the first nuclear-free zone in the world 
through the now already famous Treaty of Tlatelolco, his bold speeches in this 
Committee, in the General As sembly of the Uriited Nations and L~ many other forums 
form many proofs of his dedication to the cause of peace and disarmament. 
Ambassador Robles's achievements in the field of disarmament are highly valued 
by the Czechoslovak Government. 

Allow me also to add a few words of congratulations , through the Swedish 
delegation, to Mrs. Myrdal, another holder of the Nobel Peace Prize and a former 
colleague of ours. I remember her well from my previous assignments in the Geneva 
Committee and I always admired Mrs. Myrdal's enthusiasm and skill, with which she 
vras striving for disarmament. Finally, allovr me to welcome here in the Committee 
all the numerous heads of delegations whom you have just enumerated. I am certain 
that they will do their utmost to cont ribute to badly needed positive results of 
this Committee ' s work. My delegation i s going t o study very carefully the speech 
delivered here a f ew minutes at_?;o by the Deputy Prime Hinis ter and Secretary of State 
for External Affairs of Canada. 

I would now like to draw the attention of the distinguished representatives to 
an important political event which took place right at the beginning of the year. 
The capi tal of my country, Prague , hosted a meeting of the Political Consultative 
Committee of the Warsaw Treaty Organizat ion. At the end of the meeting , on 
5 January, the political declaration of the ~vTO member States was adopted . My 
delegation requested that this declaratio11 should be issued as an official document 
of the Committee on Disarmament and it i s my iptent~on now to introduce very briefly 
this document, numbered CD/ 338 , vrhich contains the said declaration .• 

In· recent years the WTO member Stat es have .dra;m the attention, of all countries 
and na tions to the growing threat to peace and to the need for preventing the 
inte~ational s i t uation from deteriorating. In the Prague Declaration they note 
with coricern ·that the course of vTOrld events has been becoming even more dangerous 
as a result of a further activation of the aggres s i ve forces. Increasingly insistent 
a r e thos e forces wishing to upset the onl y r easonable basis of relations among St a tes 
with different social sys t ems -- peaceful coexis t ence. The t endency toward detente 
which has brought positive r esults to nations is suffering serious damage . 
Co-opera tion i s being r eplaced by confrontation ~ attempts are bei ng made t o 
undermine the peaceful foundations of i nter-State r el a tions . The devel opment of 
political contacts as well as mutually advantag-eous economir. ;:mr'l rm l t ., r r::ll +i ""' 
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·· :, .. ·,The arms race is advancing into a qualitativelY new and' much . ..morEL.dal:lgerous 
stage,. -involving· all kind-e ·err both -nuc::lear ana oonventionel w-eapons and all types ': 
of mili taey activi tfes and· affecting in- fact all parts bf' the' world. · The ' ·· · · 
international · situation is ·becoming 'E:Nen more· -cempli·cated; international tension· 
is mounting, -am: the threat o:t war--· ' ·particularly ·nuclear war ·-.·· . is increasing. 

-,The States· represe!rte'd at the session of: the Political'Consultative Committee 
of the Wareaw1Treaty organization considered that· no mattei''how complicated · the 
situation ·in the world may be~ possibilities still exist of sti:rmount'ing the ·aangeroUs 
stage in international relations. The present course of events must and can :be · 
halted and diverted in a direction which would be in harmony with the asp~rations 
of DI8J:Ud.nd;, Prooeeding"from an-analysis of the internati'Cn1al situation: thEi··WTO 
member . States~{ · in adopting the political declaration, ·put forward an ,al te:rnative 
to nuelear disaster and called for broad international co-operation 'in~ the ·naritt3 \ of ' 
pi"eserving· Civilization and life 'on earth. ':· : :i: . 

:!_• . , . . · '·· • : 

·rt is not my intention to ' give a detailed descriptidn of the Prague · Deciaration. 
In our opinion this document should be thoroughly studied and, as a matter of fa'et( 
we hope that the majority of delegates have already done so. I would simp~y like 

·, to remind distifigtiished colleagues 'that :the W'TC>'_'member States reaffirined their 
earlier ·disarmammit initiatives· and · introduced · nevi proposals designed to '*ing 

·about· an iriiproventent in the pres'ent intenuftiorial situation and the resolution of :: 
the ·pressirig questions ;of today' s world. 'Let ' :me underline the ''Proposal fdr the .. ,.,,' 
conoltisidri of a treaty on the mutUal renunciation of the use of military forc:e 'arid'· . 
t~e mainteria~ce · of peace·ful ·;relations betWe~n the WTO and ' NATO 'niember States·. The 
core of"'the ·proposed treaty dould be a mutual commitment ;bY the member countries of 
the 'tlfld ti'lliances not tci be the 'first to U:Se nuclear or conventional arms against ' 
one another; ··and tnua ·not to· be the first' to use military force against one another 
at all. _The 6onclueion: of such a treaty could contribute 'substantially to the . 
improvement of the political climate in Europe and other regions of the YIOrld also • ' 
And this wOuld undoubtedly be reflected in · the creation of a possibility for the ' · 
halting 'of:'the' arnis race and the conclusion of usefu~ disarmament' agreements. 

, '!'he declaration re..:.erilphasiz~S that the' princ'iple of equality and undiminished . 
:security must be observed in the solution of questions of disarmament,' This . · 
priliciple ·a1so · 1mder1ies the Soviet proposals announced in -Moscow on 21 D13cember 1982 
in ·conheetion with a rieW ' irli tia ti ve ' to 'resolve; the issues of medium-range missiles ' 
which makei for the successful conduct and conclusion of the Soviet-United -States 
negotiations on the limitation ·of nuclear weapons in Ei.n'ope and. the prevention of 
a new round 'or 'the nuclear :~rms race in EUrope. ; . . . 

Let me also note that, as has already been noted by the distinguished Secretary 
of State . for Foreign Affairs .. of .Canada~ the political 'declara ti'on stresses the 
important role of the Gpi:rimi t ·teei on Disarmament in dealih€; 'with 13p~cific qu~st_ions ~ 
namE~ly, . 9:. ·nuclear tes~ : bB:n:_, . the pi'ohi bi tion ahd destruc_t :ion of chemical weapons, · the 
prohibition or neutron weapops, the prohibition of . the stationing of weapons of a_ey· . 
kind in outer space, the prohibition of radiological :Weapons and the issue of . ' 
strengthenillg the security of non-miclear...Weap6n ~tat~s._ · · 

In conclusion, let me emphasize the constructive nature of the ;political 
declaration o:t the Warsaw· Treaty coun-tries ' and the c'oficre't'e way in which its pf.opos~ls 
are fo:rmulate<l. We believe~-th?t~ given 'a business.;.fi.ke ·appr6a6h, thi:{'j>ra'gue · 
declaration has a J>otEmtiaYt·o bb'ost the ne'gotiati6ris we have· started' today. In ·· 
the sense of the Prague Declaration, the Czechoslovak delegation is ready to take an 
active part in our common work and to do its lttmost to help achieve a positive outcome 
at this year's session of the Committee on Disarmament. 
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Mr. DON NANJIRA (Kenya): With great pleasure, Mr~ Chairman, I take the floor 
first to express the happiness and congratulations of the Kenyan delegation on your 
assumption of the chairmanship of the Committee on Disarmament for the month of 
February-- the first month of the spring session of the Commit'ee on Disarmament 
for 1983. As they say, "Well begun is half done", and thus I have no doubt in my 
mind that your vast experience and expertise in diplomatic work, your wide knowledge 
of disarmament matters and your firmness and principled approach to the business 
of the Committee on Disarmament will enable you to guide our deliberations in an 
impartial manner, and to make a valuable contribution to the advancement of our work 
and of the negotiating process of this forum. · 

To this end, Mr. Chairman, you can rely on the fullest co-operation and support 
of the Kenyan delegation; and, on a personal note, I should say I have looked 
forward rather impatiently to this occasion since last April. I sincerely believe 
that your country, Mongolia, could play an important role in East-West and North-South 
relations. We wish you, therefore, every success in the challenging tasks lying 
ahead of you, as we begin another year of difficult negotiations in the field of 
disarmament. 

Permit me also to express the great appreciation of my delegation to your 
predecessor, Ambassador Alfonso Garc!a Robles, for the most able manner in which he 
has guided the discussions of the Committee on Disarmament since September last year. 
During that intersessional period, a number of important events have taken place, 
including the adoption by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session of not 
less than 21 resolutions on disarmament issues which fall directly under the 
competence of this august body. As for Ambassador Garc!a Robles himself, his winning 
of the 1982 Nobel Peace Prize, together with Mrs. Alva Myrdal of Sweden, was by no 
means a minor event or achievement. I reiterate my personal congratulations and 
those of the Kenyan delegation to the Nobel Peace Laureates whose valuable 
contributions to the cause of disarmament have thus been rightly and properly 
recognized. Let me also express my appreciation of the contributions made in this 
forum by the Ambassadors who have left the Committee on Disarmament for other 
assignments elsewhere. Ambassadors Anisse Salah-Bey of Algeria, Panchapakesa 
Venkateswaran of India, David Summerhayes of the United Kingdom and Yoshio Okawa of 
Japan, to mention just a few of them, will be remembered for their sincere dedication 
to the work of the Committee on Disarmament, and it is gratifying to note that they 
have been or will be replaced by experienced and highly knowledgeable Ambassadors, 
such as their Excellencies the new Ambassadors of China, Venezuela and the 
United Kingdom, as well as Ambassadors Rouis of Algeria, Dubey of India and 
Imai of Japan. My delegation welcomes these distinguished Ambassadors to the 
Committee on Disarmament and looks forward to working closely with them. 

At this juncture, Sir, I wish to inform you that the head of the .Kenyan delegation 
to this session of the Committee on Disarmament and Permanent Representative of the 
Republic of Kenya to the United Nations, His Excellency Ambassador Wafula Wabuge, 
is expected to arrive in .Geneva later in the course of this month. Ambassador Wabuge 
is currently in Nairobi attending to other important matters which have necessitated 
his presence in our capital. I am sure the Ambassador will be happy to express his 
personal congratulations to you when he arrives. 

Mr. Chairman, your Excellencies, distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen, 
my delegation would welcome the designation of the Committee on Disarmament as a 
conference on disarmament, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 37/99 K 
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adoptt}d by consensus on .l3 December 1982. We agree with and fully subscribe to 
the co~p~tions under which this change of name has been agreed upon, namely, that 
the new ,status, which actually is only being restored to this multilateral 
negoti~ting forum on. disarmament issues, will not change either the membership of 
the CQmmitte~{ on Disarmament .or its rules of procedure, nor will it introduce any 
financial implications or affect in any way paragraph 120 of the Final Document of 
the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. · 

... 
Procedural issues b.efore the Committee on Disarmament at its ·:spririg session, 1983 

·. 
It is time to look again at the Committee's permanent , ·''Decalogue" and select 

from it ,.items fo~ our consideration ,in 1983, and during this spring ,session of ·the 
conference. ,rn this regard, my delegation would endorse ftilly: · bO·th ·the ·draft 
provisional agenda and the .work programme proposed by the dist'inguished ·Secretary 
of this conference in his informal working paper dated 30 November 1982. I am 
grateful to. Ambassador Jaipal for the paper and I would like to thank him, his 
deputy Mr.:• B&rasategui and all the members of his staff for the good work they have · ' · · 
done and will be doing for us in the coming three months. I use the term "staff" 
to encompass everybody who will be participating in the provision to us of the 
Conference services during this :session of the Committee on Disarmament. 

The informal working paper has been availabl·e to delegations for eight weeks 
already. Moreover, the paper has been the subject of informal consultations for 
some time now. I say all this because we should :. this time resolve not to waste 
any time on procedural issues. Disarmament is certainly going to be the single 
mpst difficult and sensitive political issue·· facing humankind in the next quarter 
of a century. We already have too many hot soups on hot plates to swallow at the 
same time, and the sooner we start •tackling the issues substantively the better. 
We must avoid the procedural wrangles of last year, ;.when we actually worked illegally, 
without an adopted work programme, for 17 days (froml 2- 18 February ·l982). 

Thus, as . far as the procedural questions before _u_s ... ar:-e __ s:Qn~~~l1~.d., . ;r lla.ve the 
following p·racticai" proposais to ·make:·.:. · .. · : ... ~::.: . _: . . _ _· ~· .. 

One: we should dismiss, i.e. decide on, procedural issues as soon as possible and 
adopt our work programme for this session of the . Committee this week. This we can 
do immediately if we endorse the draft .programme: pl:'oposed by the distinguished 
Secretary of the Committee. The question of :time frames for the discussion of given 
agenda items, or even for the closure ·of t.hi·s ·session, should not at all worry any 
delegate or delegations .assembled here, for the ·simple reason that the 
Committee .on Disarmament is the master of its ·owrt ·house and ceremonies since, under 
the Committee's rules of procedure, any delegate·· can speak on any item and at any 
time. in plenary. 

Two: we should spend very little time on procedural discussions pertaining to 
subsi-diary bodies of the Committee. I hold the .view that the existing subsidiary 
bodies. should be re-established on an automatic ·basis at the beginning of every 
sesaion of the Committee unless a decision is taken. to the contrary prior to the · 
convening of the session, which decision would, · .for: instance, call for the suspensioh · · 
or abolition of a given subsidiary body of the Committee. 
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Three: consequently, the working groups on a comprehensive programme of disarmament, 
chemical weapons, radiological weapons, a nuclear test ban and negative security 
assurances should be re-established under their former mandates, except for the 
Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban, whose current mandate is inadequate and should 
hence be reformulated to make ~t comprehensive and more suitable and appropriate. 
Once these existing working groups have been re~established, consultations should . 
be held to finalize the allocation among the various r egional groups of the 
chairmanships of these subsidiary bodies. Again, action to this end should not 
consume too much of the Committee's time. No delegation which seriously wants _to 
see a comprehensive test-ban treaty signed would. disagree with the argument that 
the terms of reference of any working body charged with the responsibility of 
negotiating a CTBT, or an NTBT, must include, apart from verification, such questions 
as the scope of the future treaty and its final clauses. .The mandate of the 
Vlorking Group on a Nuclear Test Ban should thus be elaborated accordingly. 

Four: there is an imperative need to establish other subsidiary bodies with 
appi;'opriflteandcomprehensive mandates to tackle the other priority disarmament 
issues ·within -the Committee o.n Disarmament, such as: · 

(a) The cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament; 

(b) ~revention of nuclear war, and 

(c) Prevention of the arms race in outer space. 

Five: th~ rule of consensus within the Committee on Disarmament should not be abused. 
~majority of delegations seated around this table have expressed this wish and 
the General Assembly of the United Nations both in the Concluding Document of its 
second special session devoted to disarmament and in a resolution of its 
thirty-seventh regular session of 1982 has endorsed this view. :' - · 

Substantive issues before the Committee on Disarmament at its s 
pr orities should not be misplaced 

Agreement on the above-mentioned procedural issues should be reached soon, and 
should be separated from the substantive issues for our negotiation. Granted that 
our permanent "Decalogue" contains items which are all-important, we must 
systematically tackle them on a selective basis. Our priorities should not be 
misplaced. We must be careful lest the priority issues for our substantive 
negotiation be replaced by general debates on procedural issues. Whether as 
historians me~sure time, or as negotiators measure success, we have not at all come 
a long way on the road -to general and complete disarmament und~r effective international 
control. This forum is still in the process of lea~ning how to negotiate the languag~ 
of disarmament, and if this procedural tempo is maintained it is unclear whether the 
disarmament language will be elaborated and translated into disarmament treaty 
language. All of us., without exception, would like .to .witness the coming to fruition 
of our current efforts --the achievement ·of general and complete disarmament under 
effective international control. I wonder, though, how many of us will witness that 
occasion! We still hava a long way to got 
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I believe that during this session of the Committee on Disarmament-we should 
concentrate our energies on a · few issues which should be selected·; bear-ing in mind 
the decisions and recommendations of the Committee: itself ' and of' .the;·.aecond 
special session devoted to disarmament and the thirty-seventh regula-r : session of 
the United Nations Gen~ral Assembly. On the short list of such priority items, I 
would include the following:-

(a) The comprehensive programme of disarmament ('CPO). · On this item the 
GP.n~ral Aaaambly, at ita second· special session~ in paragraph 63 of i ·ts 
Concluding Document (A/S-12/32)' stated: 

"Member States have affirmed their determination to continue to work for the 
urgent conclusion of negotiations on and the adoption of the Comprehensive 
Prograf!Kile! of Disarmament, which shall encompass all measures thought to be 
advisable in order · to ensure that the goal of general and complete disarmament 
under effective international control becomes a reality in a world in which 
international peace and security prevail, and in which a new international 
economic order is strengthened and consolidated. To this end, the draft 
Comprehensive Programma of Disarmament is hereby referred back to the 
Committee on Disarmament, together with the views expres·sed and the . progress 
achieved on the subject at the special session. The Committee on Disamament 
is requested to submit a revised draft ·comprehensive Programme of Disarmament ~ .. 
to the General Assembly at ita thirty-eighth session." 

. In its resolutions 37/78 G and 37/78 F dated 9 December 1982 respectively, the 
General Assembly requested the Committee on Disarmament to continue, as from the 
beginning of it~l983 session, its intensive work on· the elaboration of a 
comprehensive programme of disarmament, and called upon members of the Committee, 
particularly the nuclear-weapon States, to show a greater measure of readiness and 
flexibility in further negotiations on the elaboration of a draft comprehensive 
programme of disarmament and thus enable the Committee to submit a revised draft 
programme to the General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session. In the light of 
the-foregoing, I strongly recommend that the Working Group on a Comprehensive 
Programme of Disarmament be reinstituted and start working at once, under the 
chairmanship of Ambassador Garc!a Robles; 

(b) A nuclear test ban 

' '(A priority item on the "Decalogue" of the Committee on Disarmament and under 
General Assembly resolutions 37/72, 73 and 85 of 9 December 1982); 

(c) Prevention of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament 

(A priority item on th~ "Decalogue" and under General Assembly resolutions 37/78 G 
and 37/78 I of 9 December 1982); 

(d) Prevention of nuclear war 

(A priority item on the "Decalogue" and under General Assembly resolutions 36/81 B 
of 9 December 1981 and 37/78 I); 
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(ef . P.revention . . of an arms race in outer space. Here, the onus is on the 
shoulders of the States with major space capabilities and the objective of preventing 
such an al"ms race cannot be attained unless the powers concerned refrain from .. 
competitive military activities in outer. space. The best way to stop and ~revent 
that race would be through the negotiation and conclusion of verifiable and effective 
agreements on the subject;. 

As you knoN, the Group of 21 has 9:lready proposed a mandate for a working group 
on the prevention of an anns race in outer space (CD/329). The urgency and 
significance of concluding agre&ments or a conventiorr· in ·this fie·ld ·necessitates 
the establishment of such a working group at the earliest time possible, preferably 
during this session of the Committee. The urgency and priority nature of this issue 
Has recognized by the General Assembly in its rt::solution 37/83 of 9 December 1982. 

The report of the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peaceful ·Uses of Outer Space, held in Vienna, Austria, .fro.m 9 to 21 Augus.t 1982, 
is contained in document A/CONF .101110, and should be regarded and used as an 
important document in this regard. 

(f·) Negative security guarantees. In its resolution 37/80 of 9 December 1982, 
the General Assembly requested the Committee to continue, during its 1983 session, 
the negotiations on the issue of th8 strengthening of the securit.y guarantees for 
non~nuclear-weapon States lik<; my own, Kenya. This is a priority item for us, .and 
we believe that there is an .urgent and imperative need to reach agree!Jlent on this 
question and evolve an international convention on the subject. The main obstacle, 
as we see it, .is the unwillingness of some of the nuclear-w'3apon States to demonstrate 
the political will and finn commitment necessary for- reaching agreement on a common 
approach and a common formula, which could be included in an international instrument. 
of a legally binding character. The same nuclear-vl(~apon Stat;.~s have also continued 
to obstruct the convening of an international confet:>ence on the Indian Ocean as a 
zone of peace, which would consider ways of implementing the General Assembly's 1971 
Declar-ation and its other decisions and resolutions adopted on the subject since . 
then. My d~iegation fully subscribed to the pr-oposal of the non-aligned Members of 
the Committee th~t such a con.ference be held not later than the first half of 1983. 
But, most regrettably, the exact dates for such a conference are still unknown, evo~ 
though the Goneral Assembly's resolution 37/96 talks about the possibility of such 
convening, "not later than the first half of 1984". Vle believe it is high time the 
great powers co-operated fully in the implementation of tho General Assembly's 
Declaration which, most regr,~ttably also, has been defied for too lOng~ ·· In that 
Declaration (General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI) J ), the General Assembly stated, 
inter alia, that "the Indian Ocean within limits to be dete rmined, together with 
the air space above and tho ocean floor subjacent thereto, is hereby designated for 
all time as a zone of peacen, :Th.~n .1!.1'ler.e is the · question of the dtmuclearization 
of Africa .- the subject of General Assembly resotu.t:iori ·37 /74- which the same 
Asseinbl~/-. took up for the first time thirteen long years ago., at the request of 
34 Afri can States . The same r esolution 37174 includes a section on the nuclear 
capabil i ty of South Af rica . As with the build- up in tho Indian Ocean, the hinterland 
and littoral States of Africa a!'e gravely concerned at tha massiv3 military build-up 
in South Africa with the full collaboration, includ{ng .. riuclear collaooration, of 
certain great 'powers and their corporations. Any State, corporation, inst~tution 
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or even individual who ·engages in such activity is in-effect working against the 
cause of disarmament and thereby endangering intemational peace and security by 
encouraging the racist regimeof South Africa ·to intimidate the -neighbouring 
African countries and -blackmail the African continent .as :a whole. · 

The item on negative security guarantees .is thus a very important one for 
countries • like my own, Kenya. However, we as a delegation would not be prepared 
to waste time on the repetition of well-known positions. Should such a situation 
arise- and I hope that it· will not- then we would recommend that a procedural 
way out of the impasse be· worked out as soon as possible. The same·would apply 
to the radiological weapons question. 

On the other important issues before the Committee for deliberation at its 
current session, I would have the following to say. 

1. On chemical weapons;. it is most regrettable that the discussions in the 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons, which convened here in : Geneva on 17 January last 
and worked for two weeks, ·were a mere reaffirmation of the positions the various ' 
delegations had adopted during the second part of the Committee's 1982 se-ssion.· 
The deliberations of · the contact groups created by Ambassador Sujka of Poland have, ·i: 
however,. been useful and the adoption of a . similar work programme for the 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons during the Committee's present session might be , . 
very worthwhile. The Working Group itself should convene as few formal meetings 
as pos&tiSle ~·in order to allocate most of its time to discussions in smaller units 
which have pro~ed to be better forums for negotiations than larger ones-- provided, 
of course that such smaller working units are open-ended and announced for all 
delegations to participate in if they should so wish. I take this opportunity to 
express my genuine thanks -to Ambassador .Sujka and his team of co-ordinators who have 
done an outstanding job in the past two weeks within the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons. 

2. The items on :the relationship between disarmament and development (the subject 
of General Assembly resolution 37/84), economic and social consequences or the. 
arms race, and the reduction of military budgets, are quite interconnected, and 
hence the 9qcumen~~ion submitted on them, such as A/8496/Rev.l, A/36/356 and 
A/37/3.86,, .sh(>uid be studied and comparat~vely analysed together. As a ~elega·tion;· 
we attach, and will no doubt continue to attacli, the greatest importance to the 
relationship between disarmament and development, especially the socio-economic 
development of the developing countries. 

3. 'Under the subject of institutional arrangements for disarmament, two aspects 
are particularly important. One is the necessity: to· s-trengthen or improve the 
effectiveness and status of the Committee on Disarmament as the single multilateral 
negotiating forum for disarmament. I have already touched on the question-earlier •. 
Recognition of the negotiating rather than debating character of the Committee is 
still wanting in practice, especially in those quarters of the Committee which still 
prefer limited negotiating forums to the Committee on ·Disarmament. To them we say, 
as we have often said before, that disarmament negotiations conducted in limited 
forums should supplement rather than contradict those that are supposed to be 
conducted within the Committee.· 
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The other aspect is the question of the World Disarmament Campaign ·which the 
General Assembly launched at the ·beginning of its second special session devoted 
to disarmament- on 7 June 1982. · The -mobilization of public opinion and education .. 
of the masses in favour of disarmament is a very heavy . responsibility which, ' as \ole 
all know, is starting to make some governments "behave more sensibly" in matters of 
disarmament. That process thus requires systematic organization and encouragement 
if the Campaign's primary puri>oses ·of informing. educating and generating public 
undt3rstanding and support for , the objectives of the United Nations in the field of 
disarmament, are to be realized. The idea of a world disarmament conference :Ls · a 
noble one and that is why it -has received- the widest support of tho international 
community. Such a conference should, therefore, be convened in the near future, and 
this is another issue that the Committee should address itself to. 

Thus, at the beginning of tho 1983 session, we have many hot plates and soups 
around us, and we need to study again most seriously the resolutions of the 
General Assembly·.._ some of which I have touched on above in passing- adopted ~t 
itst~ir.ty;.;.seventh session, which relate to our work here and; which the 
Secretary·.;.General has kindly transmitted to us in document CD/336. There are other.\ 
important : issues which, though not brought to us for consideration, should be>of 
direct interest and concern to us. I have in mind .such issues as co-operation in 
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, which will be. the topic of an international 
conferencescheduled for this coming August here in Geneva. 

: Mr. ChaHinan, distinguished delegates, let us, as representatives of ~veJ"nments 
which ·adopted the resolutions I have referred to above, start now trans.la ting .tham 
into concrete action. 

Yes indeed: "Well begun is half• done ", and let us begin ou·r work for l-983 
earnestly and with the determination to attain tangible results on the substan.tive ·· 
issues before us for consideration. 

Thank you for your patience and I thank you for having given me the floor so 
late, Mr. Chairman • 

. , The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of Kenya for his statement and · for ' ' 
the k.ind words he addressed to the Chair. I now give the floor to th'e ' representative 
of Sweden, Mr. Hyltenius. 

Mr. HYLTENIUS (Sweden): Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn the meeting I should 
like tO respond very briefly to the warm congratulations expressed bY you and by tho 
representatives of the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Kenya to the .two winners of 
the 1982' Nobel Peace Prize, Ambassador Alfonso Garc!a Robles of MexiQo and 
Mrs. Alva Myrdal of Sweden. I shall, of course, not fail to transmit ·the 
congratulations to · Mrs. Myrdal. 

· I know that she regards the fact that the Nobel Peace Prize was. -awarded to 
two disarmament negotiators as a recognition of the importance of the dilaarmament 
efforts in the ·quest for peace and as an encouragement for those broad pdpular 
movements which protest against the insanity of the nuclear arms race. I also know 
that she considers it a great honour and pleasure to share the award with her old 
friend and colleague, Ambassador Garc!a Robles 
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Finally, I am sure that she will be most grateful for the warm congratulations 
which have been expressed here today in the Committee on Disarmament. As you know, 
Sir, Alva Myrdal worked for 11 years as Chairman of the Swedish delegation to the 
disarmament Conf~rence in G~meva. 

The CHAIRMAN: I than!< the representative of Swedf~n for his statement. 

That concludes my list of speakers for today. Doos any other member wish to 
take the floor? 

Before adjourning this plenary meeting I would like to tnk<-J up two organizational 
questions. 

First, a communication has been received from the representative of the 
United states of America, informing us of the desire of the Vice-President of the 
United states to address the Committee on 4 February 1983. I have consulted with 
the members of the Committee on the convening of an additional plenary meeting on 
that date, at 10.30 a .• m., and I believe that there is general agreement. 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIRMAN: We shall therefore hold a plenary meeting on Friday, 4 February, 
at 10.30 a..m. 

Secondly, I would like to propose that the Committee hold informal consultations 
in this Conference Room tomorrow, Wednesday, 2 February, at 3.30p.m.,toconsider the 
organization of our work. 

It was so decided. 

Tho CHAIRMAN: The next plenary meeting of the Committee will be held on 
Thursday, 3 February, at 10.30 a..m. 

The meeting stands adjourned. 

The meeting rose at 1.35 p.m. 




